CANDIDATE FORMS
OF INDIVIDUALS NOMINATED TO THE ILGA WORLD BOARD
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This document contains links to the candidate forms of individuals who have been nominated as candidates for positions on the ILGA World Board. Click on the name of the candidate to access their candidate forms. These forms are provided un-edited; as submitted by the candidates.

All persons nominated are listed alphabetically by first name. This is followed by their organization, the country of their organization (as listed at ILGA), and their gender identity as they have declared it.

Some persons are candidates for multiple positions. Please note, however, that each person has submitted only one Candidate Form. The link under each position for such persons will take you to the same candidate form.
A. CO-SECRETARY GENERAL (2 positions)

1) **Deon/Islèm Mejri** – Transgender Europe (TGEU) – Germany – Non-Binary Transgender

2) **Douglas Esmond Sanders** – Gays Without Borders – Thailand – Male

3) **Luz Elena Aranda Arroyo** – Las Reinas Chulas Cabaret y Derechos Humanos AC – Mexico – Woman

4) **Muhammad Kamran Anwer (Kami)** – Humraz Male Health Society – Pakistan – Female (Trans Woman)

5) **Tchapon Aristide Verlain** – Achredho Cameroun – Cameroon – Male.

6) **Tchuenguia Brice** – Working for Our Wellbeing – Cameroon – Male.

7) **Tuisina Ymania Brown-Gabriel** – Pacific Human Rights Initiative – Samoa – Faafafine-Trans

8) **Yahia Zaidi** – MantiQitna Network – Morocco – Male
B. **ALTERNATE CO-SECRETARY GENERAL (2 positions)**

1) **Barbra Wangare Muruga** – EATHAN - East Africa Trans Health & Advocacy Network – Kenya – Trans woman

2) **Deon/Islèm Mejri** – Transgender Europe (TGEU) – Germany – Non-Binary Transgender.

3) **John Maximillian Barac** – LGBT Forum Progress – Montenegro – Gender Queer.

4) **Naoufal Bouzid** – Equality Morocco – Morocco – Male.

5) **Tchapon Aristide Verlain** – Achredho Cameroun – Cameroon – Male.

6) **Tchuenguia Brice** – Working for Our Wellbeing – Cameroon – Male.
C. CHAIR OF BISEXUAL STEERING COMMITTEE

The following individuals have each confirmed they are a bisexual person, as required under C6.4.1 of the ILGA World Constitution.

1) **Frank Evelio Arteaga** – MANODIVERSA – Bolivia – Male

2) **Hilde Vossen** – BiCon Continuity – UK – female (official) and non-binary (where this is understood)

4) **Rāwā Karetaí** – Rainbow Lifestyle Protection – Aotearoa/New Zealand – Male

5) **Stephen K. McGill** – Stop AIDS In Liberia (SAIL) – Liberia – Male

6) **Tchapon Aristide Verlain** – Achredho Cameroun – Cameroon – Male
D. CHAIR OF INTERSEX STEERING COMMITTEE

The following individuals have each confirmed they are an intersex person, as required under C6.3.1 of the ILGA World Constitution.

1) Natasha Jiménez Mata – Mulabí – Costa Rica – Woman

2) Ntabiseng Mokoena – Intersex South Africa – South Africa – Intersex genderqueer person

3) Tony Briffa – Intersex Human Rights Australia – Australia – She/Her/Them/They
E. CHAIR OF TRANS STEERING COMMITTEE

The following individuals have each confirmed they identify as Trans, as required under C6.2.1 of the ILGA World Constitution.

1) **Barbra Wangare Muruga** – EATHAN - East Africa Trans Health & Advocacy Network – Kenya – Trans woman

2) **Brenda Rodriguez Alegre** – STRAP – Philippines – Woman/Transwoman.

3) **Deon/Islèm Mejri** – Transgender Europe (TGEU) – Germany – Non-Binary Transgender.

4) **Jabulani Pereira** – Iranti – South Africa – Trans Man.

5) **Malú Cano Valladares** – Transcuba, Red de Personas Trans, Parejas y Familias – Cuba – Trans Woman

6) **Muhammad Kamran Anwer (Kami)** – Humraz Male Health Society – Pakistan – Female (Trans Woman)
F. CHAIR OF WOMEN'S STEERING COMMITTEE

The following individual has confirmed they identify as a woman, as required under C6.1.1 of the ILGA World Constitution.

1) Olga Cristina González Hurtado – Corporación Femm de Bogotá - Colombia – Woman.
G. CHAIR OF YOUTH STEERING COMMITTEE

The following individuals have confirmed they are an LGBTIQ person and will be below the age of thirty (30) on 22 March 2019, as required under C6.5.1 of the ILGA World Constitution.

1) **Benjamin Nolan** – CHOICE for Youth and Sexuality – Netherlands – Male.

2) **Florencia Paltrinieri** – Conurbanxs por la Diversidad – Argentina – Lesbian, Non-binary.

3) **John Maximillian Barac** – LGBT Forum Progress – Montenegro – Gender Queer.

4) **Lamine Camara** – Noukachott Solidarity Network – Mauritania – Male.

5) **Martin Karadzhov** – Metro Centre Ltd. – UK – Male